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Abstract—We design and implement a hyper-focal imaging
system for acquiring iris images in the visible spectrum. The
proposed system uses a DSLR Canon T2i camera and an Okii
controller to capture videos of the ocular region at multiple focal
lengths. The ensuing frames are fused in order to yield a single
image with higher fidelity. Further, the proposed setup extends
the imaging depth-of-field (DOF), thereby preempting the need
for employing expensive cameras for increased DOF. Experiments
convey the benefits of utilizing a hyper-focal system over a
traditional fixed-focus system for performing iris recognition in
the visible spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION
The texture of the iris is typically imaged in the near infrared
(NIR) spectrum. This is because the texture of dark-colored
irides is more easily discernible in the NIR spectrum rather
than the visible (RGB) spectrum. However, recent work has
explored the possibility of conducting iris recognition in the
visible spectrum using RGB images [3], [7], [12], [13], [15].
Iris recognition using RGB images is challenging for darker
irides due to the effect of melanin. Darker irides have a higher
concentration of melanin that absorbs most of the visible light
and the images appear dark due to the low power of the
reflected light. The effect of melanin decreases significantly
in the NIR spectrum thereby revealing textural patterns even
for darker irides [4]. Iridal information in visible spectrum can
be improved by using a controlled lighting setup to illuminate
the structure of the iris and producing sufficient reflected light
towards the imaging camera. However, due to the required
higher intensity illumination for visible light iris captures,
especially for darker eyes, the placement of such illuminators
should be carefully studied in order to avoid user discomfort.
Quality of an acquired iris image is a very important metric
that directly affects the performance of an iris recognition
system. Image focus plays a predominant role in estimating
image quality [2], [6]. Better focused images can be only
acquired at the time of image acquisition and cannot be easily
compensated for once the process is complete1. A higher focus
value is preferred for better quality images. Camera’s depth
of field (DOF) is defined as physical depth of the volume
being imaged that appears in-focus on the capture image.
Another important factor in iris image quality is shutter speed,
1 Exceptions include Lytro camera (https://www.lytro.com/camera#) and
Throwable panoramic ball camera (http://jonaspfeil.de/ballcamera)
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as faster shorter exposures result in less motion blur. Yet the
corresponding reduced exposure times require larger camera
apertures that, in turn, reduce DOF and cause the image to be
partially out of focus. To make things worse, during RGB iris
acquisition, the illumination level has to be high in order to
better expose texture of darker irides, which in turn requires
either longer exposure times (leading to motion blur) or larger
apertures which lead to shallower DOFs, or both. Meanwhile,
simply increasing the intensity of illuminator may result in
subject discomfort and is not practical. The aforementioned
opposing requirements create further challenges for visible
light iris recognition.
In this paper, we propose an imaging method using a combination of focus bracketing with lateral white LED lighting as
solution to overcome the aforementioned RGB iris exposure
and depth of field problems. A traditional approach to increase
the DOF is to increase the f-number of the lense. However, as
mentioned earlier, increasing the f-number decreases the optics
aperture and requires longer exposure time or higher illumination intensity. To better expose irides, especially those with
heavy pigmentation, we initially allow for larger apertures. As
a result, a single frame of the ocular area will be only partially
in-focus. Next, multiple captures of the same ocular area are
takes in rapid succession but each at a slightly different focal
plane (focus bracketing technique), and the stack of images is
then fused to improve overall focus. Focus bracketing, also
known as hyper-focal imaging, is a technique to obtain a
single sharp, high DOF image from a series of images captured
at varying focal distances. In this paper, we demonstrate the
benefits of this technique for RGB ocular biometrics.
Earlier work on overcoming the focus problem include [11],
[14], [16] that use wavefront coding to achieve extended DOF
at a fixed focus. In [10], the authors use specular reflection
of the IR-LED illuminator to rapidly assess the focus of a
sequence of frames acquired at varying focal lengths and select
the best focused frames for iris recognition. In [5], the authors
use auto-focus feature based on lens design and self-alignment
to position the iris in the camera’s depth of field. The system
in [4] maximizes the spectral power in the middle and upper
frequencies of the 2D Fourier spectrum of the acquired images
in order to select the best frame for iris recognition.
In this paper we introduce a novel iris imaging platform
designed to record RGB iris details in a video format by
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employing hyper-focal imaging and lateral white LED lighting
resulting in a sharp, well exposed, and high DOF image
of the eye. This overcomes the problems associated with
capturing dark irides in visible light. A comparative study
between single-focus and hyper-focal images is performed to
demonstrate the positive effects of hyper-focal imaging in the
context of visible spectrum iris biometrics.
II. DATA ACQUISITION
A. Platform Design
We designed a hyper-focal video recording platform using
focus bracketing with 30 FPS 1080p HD video. A novel
technique was developed to adjust the focus of the camera
lens automatically in real time by programming an Okii FC1
Arduino-based follow focus controller (Okii Systems LLC,
Apex, NC) to communicate with the Canon T2i dSLR’s
internal motorized focus mechanism through the camera’s
USB port. The Okii controlled Canon T2i is mounted on a
tripod setup while the subject uses a chin rest to face the lens
and its attached lighting element (Figure 1). A single focus
stack acquisition takes around 0.5 seconds at full HD frame
rate of 30 fps. Average distance from the camera to the subject
is 1.5 ft. The camera is operated at F number F5.6, an exposure
time of 1/125 sec, and ISO of 800.

Fig. 1. The image acquisition setup that was adopted in this work. The
images are acquired in a cooperative environment. Future work will include
relaxing some of the acquisition constraints in order to obtain images from
less cooperative subjects.

B. Optics and illumination devices
A modified Digi-Slave Flex Ring 6400 is used for illumination. This macro light is equipped with 64 oversized white
LEDs, 32 LEDs in the ring (center light with 11 cm outer
diameter and 7 cm inner diameter) and two flexible arms
(modified to extend 50 cm long to the side of each eye) with
16 white LEDs on each pad (Figure 2). The light is used as
in continuous mode to avoid photic startle. A polarizing filter
film is applied to each side light pad for subject comfort. In
this experiment we used only side lights for illumination and
the center ring was turned off. Camera lens consisted of an
EFS 50 mm, f/2.8 macro lens and an OKII micro controller.
C. Okii micro controller
Okii micro controller is a programmable Aurdino-based
USB follow-focus host device connected to the camera. It
is powered by Atmel Atmega328P that runs at 8MHz. The
programmed device works on the principle that, when two

focal points are saved, the speed of movement of the lens
between these two focal points is determined by the number
of steps required to move between these two focal points.
The controller may be operated in small, medium and large
focus step modes that correspond to the rate of motorized
focus change introduced in the camera lens. Medium setting
was used in this acquisition protocol. A button on the OKII
controller is programmed to move the lens from a focal plane
around subject’s tip of the nose, which is defined as point A,
to the vicinity of the ear, which is defined as point B.

Fig. 2.

Lateral LED illumination setup

III. DATA

COLLECTION PROTOCOL

Data was collected from 46 volunteers based on IRB protocol 11-57e. Image stacks were collected over two sessions
for each subject with a time gap of 45 minutes between
sessions. Analysis was performed based on video recordings
captured in session-1 and session-2. The data is acquired in
a dark environment to avoid external artifacts. Lateral LED
lighting pads were used to illuminate the iris as shown in
Figure 1. It is hypothesized that this lighting configuration
and location provides good textural information since the
3D iris structure casts more shadows at such incident angles
compared to frontal illumination thus accentuating the iridial
textures. Furthermore, the indirect lighting angle alleviates
subject discomfort despite the proximity of the pads to the
iris. Subjects were asked to place their head on the chin rest
while data collection was in progress. Note that this study
was conducted under controlled conditions using cooperative
users in order to first establish the benefits of hyper-focal
imaging. Future work will explore the use of a less controlled
acquisition environment. Each recording included movements
of focal point from tip of the nose (point A) to end of the
ear (point B) labeled as round 1, and back (from B to A)
labeled as round 2. The total recording time is one second
(0.5 sec for each round). The acquired video at the rate of
30 fps provides sufficient number of frames for hyper-focal
processing in one complete pass. In each session, subjects were
asked to look straight at the camera during the recordings. A
sequence of frames was extracted from the captured 1-second
clip 2 . From the extracted frames, we used only 8 frames per
direction i.e. 8 in the forward direction from A to B) and 8 in
the reverse direction (from B to A). In our study we used two
2 http://www.dvdvideosoft.com/products/dvd/free-video-to-jpgconverter.htm
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fused samples, one pertaining to the forward direction and one
pertaining to the reverse direction. The analysis is performed
using two fused samples from session-1 and two fused samples
from session-2 for each subject.
IV. I MAGE FUSION

USING HELICON FOCUS

A sequence (focus stack) of 8 frames obtained at varying
focal planes is fused to result in a sharp, high DOF hyper-focal
image. The 8 consecutive frames are manually selected from
the acquired video based on the prototype shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3.

Fusion prototype using the hyper-focal acquisition system

The Helicon focus software (Helicon Soft Ltd., Kharkov,
Ukraine) [1] uses information from the sequence of images in
the focus stack and produces a single hyper-focal image by
fusing the sharper areas from each frame while adjusting for
subtle movement and scaling aberrations across focal planes.
Helicon focus software provides two options for focus stack
fusion. Method A computes fusion weights for each pixel
based on their contrast information, and all the corresponding
pixel weights are averaged across the sequence of frames.
Method B uses the sharpest pixels information and produces
a depth map for stack fusion. This method has an advantage
of overcoming halo effects across contrast edges. The focus
measure at each point is determined by the distribution of
pixels at a certain distance R from the point under consideration. Smoothing is another fusion parameter determining how
smoothly the focus areas across stack captures are combined
in the final hyper-focal image. This software registers the input
images before applying the above mentioned methods. In our
study we used Method B with a radius of R=45 pixels and a
default smoothing value of 4. The exact method of registration
and matching are proprietary.
Figure 4(b)(d)(f) shows examples of hyper-focal fusion
using the Helicon focus software.
V. I RIS S EGMENTATION AND

MATCHING

Ocular regions for left and right eyes were manually cropped
from every acquired face image. The original face image
had dimensions of 1088 × 1920 pixels and iris region in the
cropped ocular images had an average of 82 pixels across its

diameter. The final dataset has 184 iris images for each eye
corresponding to 4 fused samples per subject for 46 subjects.
These 4 fused samples are obtained over two sessions with
2 fused samples per session: one fused sample is generated
from frames in the forward direction (round 1) and the other
fused sample is generated from frames in the reverse direction
(round 2).
The red channel image is used for iris matching as this
is assumed to reveal maximum textural information due to
its proximity to the NIR spectrum. The iris images are segmented by approximating the limbic boundary and pupillary
boundary as circles and searching for the largest gradient
values in circular Hough space. The upper and lower eye
lids are approximated with straight lines. More details of the
segmentation process can be found in [9].
Improperly segmented irides are visually determined and are
manually rectified. This is to avoid issues related to incorrect
segmentation that can affect the subsequent matching results.
Pupillary boundary for darker irides is virtually indistinguishable from the surrounding iris region in RGB and poses a
major problem for automatic segmentation. Segmented iris
images are unwrapped to a pseudo-polar rectangular grid
using Daugman’s rubber sheet model [4]. The gray scale
rectangular normalized image is converted to an IrisCode [4]
using Masek’s encoding method [9] that uses log-Gabor filters
in the Fourier domain and further quantization to convert
the filter response to a binary code known as IrisCode.
Normalized Hamming distance is used to measure the dissimilarity between two IrisCodes. Thus, a lower match score
indicates a better match. Several match scores are generated by
computing the Hamming distance between one IrisCode and
horizontally shifted versions of the other and the least score is
selected as the final match score. This accounts for rotational
inconsistencies between the two iris images.
Figure 5 shows the result of segmentation and normalization
on a sample iris image.
VI. F OCUS M EASURE
A focus metric is used to compare the quality of the acquired
sequence of frames with their corresponding hyper-focal fused
image. We used a simple wavelet based focus metric [8] in
this study. It is noted that focus index of an image is highly
correlated with sum of its wavelet coefficients, where a higher
sum indicates better focus. Wavelet coefficients are generated
based on equation below, where I(X, Y) is the input image
and ψ is the basis function:
Wψi (j, m, n) =
,

M−1 N −1
1 X X
I(x, y)ψj,m,n (x, y)
M N x=0 y=0

i = {H, V, D}
X

i
If = M ean
Wψ (j, m, n) , i = {H, V, D}
Wavelet decomposition of image in the horizontal (H),
Vertical (V) and diagonal (D) directions is performed using
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(a) - Sequence 1

(b)

(c) - Sequence 2

(d)

(e) - Sequence 3

(f)

Fig. 4. Examples for individual frame sequences and corresponding hyper-focal fused images. Here, (a), (c) and (e) represent 3 sets of input frames. (b),
(d) and (f) are the corresponding fused frame.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.
image

Focus measure for individual frames against the fused hyper-focal

(c)
a decreased EER compared to matching using only the middle
frame. Figure 7 shows the plotted ROC curves and Table I
shows the corresponding EER values for middle frame and
fused hyper-focal image matching.
(d)

100

Daubechies mother wavelet of order one. If is the mean of
the wavelet coefficients in all the directions resulting in our
focus metric. Figure 6 shows the focus values for individual
frames in the video sequence shown in Figure 4 (focus stack)
and the corresponding value for fused hyper-focal image. It is
evident that hyper-focal fusion yields a higher focus measure
for fused image compared to the input frames.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
We compared the performance of single focus and hyperfocal images independently on the left and right eyes. In this
analysis we chose the middle frame (4th frame) from the 8frame sequence and generated iris match scores on the dataset.
Choosing the fused hyper-focal image for matching resulted in

Genuine Accept Rate (%)

Fig. 5. (a) Original image (b) Segmentation output (c) Normalized image
and (d) corresponding mask image

90
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70
Left eye hyperfocal
Right eye hyperfocal
Left eye middle frame
Right eye middle frame

60
50 −2
10

−1

10

0

1

10
10
False Accept Rate (%)
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Fig. 7. ROC curves for left and right eye of Hyper-focal images and middle
frame from the stack of variable focus images
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TABLE I
ROC ANALYSIS FOR H YPER - FOCAL IMAGES AND M IDDLE FRAMES FROM
SEQUENCE OF 8 FRAMES USED FOR HYPER - FOCAL FUSION

fixed focus image scenario with a high statistical significance.
VIII. D ISCUSSION

Left Eye
Right Eye

Hyper-focal
images
EER
0.04997
0.021588

Fixed focus
images
EER
0.1245
0.096347

To illustrate the effect of focus of the captured image on
the iris match scores, box plots are shown in Figure 8.
For each subject, 8 frames are available in the first sequence
each of Session-1 and Session-2. Genuine match scores are
generated by matching all the 8 frames from first sequence
of Session-1 against all the 8 frames from the first sequence
of Session-2. Figure 8 shows the box plots of these genuine
scores along with the match score (red dot) for matching the
best focused frames in both the sessions and corresponding
match score (green dot) for fused hyper-focal images. It is
clearly evident as shown in Figure 8, that the genuine match
score for the fused hyper-focal image is much lower than that
of the middle frame, there by suggesting a better match.
Wilcoxon signed rank test [17] is used to demonstrate
the statistical significance of the improvement in genuine
match score when using hyper-focal image compared to single
focus images (middle frame). Table II shows the z-values
and the corresponding p-values for different scenarios. S1(S2)
stands for Session-1(Session-2) and R1(R2) stands for the
first(second) sequence.
TABLE II
S TATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TABLE FOR HYPER - FOCAL IMAGE VS . BEST
FOCUSED IMAGE (W ILCOXON TEST RESULTS )

z-statistic
p-value

S1R1
vs
S2R1
4.4166
<0.0001

S1R1
vs
S2R2
3.2694
0.0005

S1R2
vs
S2R1
4.4603
<0.0001

S1R2
vs
S2R2
4.6351
<0.0001

TABLE III
S TATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TABLE FOR HYPER - FOCAL IMAGE VS . BEST
MATCH SCORE USING A SINGLE FIXED FOCUS IMAGE

t-statistic
p-value

S1R1
vs
S2R2
2.4330
0.0095

S1R2
vs
S2R1
2.7123
0.0047

IX. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE

WORK

In this paper we introduced a novel image acquisition
platform using hyper-focal imaging technique and side lighting
to acquire high quality images of iris in the visible spectrum
with greater DOF. Statistical analysis confirm, with high confidence, that hyper-focal imaging systems produce better results
compared to fixed focus systems. In future we would like to
implement this technique to see the effect of imaging for on
iris-on-the-move systems. Using these high-resolution RGB
iris images a study on pigmentation and ethnicity assessment
using iris color information will be performed in the future.
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